and applications not found in conservative optics. Its counterpart, anti-PT symmetry, subscribes another class of intriguing optical phenomena and implies complementary techniques for exotic light manipulation. Despite exciting progress, so far anti-PT symmetry has only been realized in bulky systems or with optical gain. Here, we report an on-chip realization of non-Hermitian optics with anti-PT symmetry, by using a fully-passive, nanophotonic platform consisting of three evanescently coupled waveguides. By depositing a metal film on the center waveguide to introduce strong loss, an anti-PT system is realized. Using microheaters to tune the waveguides' refractive indices, striking behaviors are observed such as equal power splitting, synchronized amplitude modulation, phase-controlled dissipation, and transition from anti-PT symmetry to its broken phase. Our results highlight exotic anti-Hermitian nanophotonics to be consolidated with conventional circuits on the same chip, whereby valuable chip devices can be created for quantum optics studies and scalable information processing.
INTRODUCTION
Optical realizations of non-Hermitian Hamiltonians possessing parity-time (PT) symmetry [1, 2] promise innovative techniques such as enhanced sensing at exceptional points [3, 4] , unidirectional light propagation [5, 6] , and PT-symmetric laser [7, 8] . Exploiting the mathematical equivalence between quantum Schrodinger and electromagnetic paraxial equation, PTsymmetric optical systems have been constructed by balancing gain and dissipation [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . Its counterpart, anti-PT symmetry, represents another striking class of non-Hermitian physics [15] [16] [17] . Unlike PT-symmetry accompanied by real eigenvalues, anti-PT systems have purely imaginary eigenvalues, which give rise to surprising effects and extraordinary utilities [15] . Also, anti-PT can be realized without optical gain, which has been a source of noise and/or significant device overhead in PT systems. These, and other advantages, make anti-PT symmetry effects more accessible in practice and provide the prospect of mass integration with other optical components for scalable applications [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . Thus far, effects of anti-PT symmetry have been observed in cold atoms [17, 18] , electrical circuits [19] , and very recently integrated photonics with balanced loss and gain induced by Brillouin scattering [16] .
In this work, we report an all-passive realization of anti-PT optics on a versatile nanophotonic platform of thin-film lithium niobate on insulator (LNOI). Using three waveguides with carefully-engineered lateral coupling and loss, we observe the anti-PT symmetry and its transition to a broken phase via thermal-optical tuning. Incorporating it in an imbalanced Mach-Zehnder interferometer, we further achieve exotic synchronized amplitude modulation and phase-controlled dissipation. All of our experimental results are in good agreement with the numeric solutions of a non-Hermitian Hamiltonian, which affirms the anti-PT effects observed. Unlike previous realizations, here the system is constructed using purely passive optics without any optical gain [16, 17, 20] . Furthermore, the whole structure is monolithic etched using standard LNOI fabrication recipes, by which a variety of other optical elements, such as electro-optical modulators [21, 22] , frequency converters [23, 24] , filters, and photon sources [25] , can be integrated on the same chip. This highlights the prospect of creating exotic chips that consolidate coherent, non-Hermitian, and anti-Hermitian optical circuits, for applications in areas of photonic computing, communications, sensing, and so on.
STRUCTURE DESIGN AND MODEL
A schematic of the anti-PT nanophotonic circuit is depicted in Fig. 1 , which implements the proposal in Ref. [12, 26] . It consists of three evanescently coupled waveguides, labeled as 1, 2, and 3. They are fully etched by ion milling on a Z-cut lithium niobate thin film bonded on silicon oxide above a silicon substrate. The top widths of three waveguides are measured to be 870, 820 and 870 nm, respectively, and their heights are all 400 nm. Waveguide 2 is cladded with a chromium strip to introduce strong propagation loss, which is measured at an amplitude decay rate of 1080 dB/cm. The details of device nanofabrication and characterization are presented in the Supplementary Material.
Fig. 1.
Anti-PT structure with three laterally coupled waveguides. (a) and (b) show the side and top views, and (c) illustrates the layout. The top gap between the Waveguides is around 820 nm. The width and thickness of the middle trench are 1.9 µm and 690 nm, respectively. Its side wall, etched through ICP-FL, is at an angle close to 90 degree.
The system's wave dynamics is described by following coupled mode equations under the solwly varying envelope approximation [26] :
where a m (m = 1, 2, 3) is the mode amplitude in Waveguide m. κ is the lateral coupling rate between neighboring waveguides. γ is the dissipation rate of the Waveguide 2 mode induced by the chromium strip. ∆ = k 1 − k 3 and ∆ = (k 1 + k 3 )/2 − k 2 are each the relative propagation constants, thus the effective detuning, of the waveguide modes.
To realize an effective anti-PT system, the dissipation in Waveguide 2 must be predominantly large, i.e., γ |∆ |, |κ|.
Under this condition, adiabatic elimination can be applied to reduce the equations of motion as
where the effective Hamiltonian
with Γ = |κ| 2 /γ. It is clear that H eff is anti-Hamitian that anti-commutes with the parity-time operatorsP andT, i.e., {PT, H eff } = 0. Here Γ is the effective "imaginary" coupling strength between Waveguide 1 and 3, which is distinct from typical PT systems where the coupling constants are real [27] [28] [29] . Unlike Hermitian Hamiltonians, H eff gives non-trivial eigen solutions. When Γ > ∆/2, there are two eigenvalues
which are purely imaginary. The corresponding eigenstates are
with φ = sin −1 (∆/2Γ). Thus, both eigenstates correspond to the two waveguides sharing the equal amplitude, but with different relative phase. They are orthogonal with each other only when ∆ = 0, in which case Ψ + experiences propagation decay at rate 2Γ, but Ψ − is lossless. Hence, only Ψ − could survive after sufficient propagation length. The same implies synchronized output and equal splitting of input power that are robust against the structure's parameter errors such as the waveguide length, loss, and coupling. When ∆ = 0, the two eigenstates are not orthogonal with each other, with unequal propagation losses differed by 2
On the other hand, when Γ < ∆/2, the eignvalues are no longer purely imaginary, becoming
The system is then in a broken phase of the PT anti-symmetry, whose eigenstates are
with r = cosh −1 (∆/2Γ). Unlike the previous case, now the distribution of optical power is asymmetrical over the two waveguides. Under this circumstance, this system exhibits nonreciprocal behaviors, and the optical power will mostly remain in the incident waveguide when ∆ is large [26] . On our chips, two microheaters are deposited 1.5 µm above Waveguide 1 and 3, respectively, to precisely tune ∆ via thermooptic effects while inducing only negligible loss. To utilize the highest thermo-optic coefficient of LNOI, fundamental transverse-magnetic (TM) modes are employed for all waveguides. To further increase the tunability, a trench is also etched above the center waveguide to partially block thermal flow. These allow us to flexibly tune ∆ without affecting other system parameters, including the waveguide mode profiles and coupling strength. With a maximum of 200 mW electric power applied to either microheater, we are able to sweep ∆ and observe the phase transition from the symmetry to broken phase, and vice versa; see Supplementary Material.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In our setup, a polarized beam at 1550 nm is coupled into a fundamental TM mode of Waveguide 3 though an objective lens (C330-TMD-C from Thorlabs) as the input. The output light, from Waveguide 1 or 3, is collected by a lensed fiber (OZ optics) placed on a translation stage, and subsequently measured using a power meter. A varied electric current is applied to either of the two microheaters to tune ∆.
In the first experiment, increasing current is applied to the microheater above Waveguide 1, which leads to increased optical power at the output of both waveguides, signifying a decreased detuning. As the applied heating power reaches 135 mW, the output optical power from the two waveguides is maximized simultaneously. At this point, ∆ is close to zero. Afterwards, the current is switched to the microheater on Waveguide 3. The output power of both waveguides plummets as expected, due to an increased ∆. The output power from Waveguide 1 is minimized when the heating power reaches 201 mW. The experimental results are summarized in Fig. 2(a) , where each waveguide' output power is plotted as a function of the applied heating power. In the figure, the negative and positive heating power correspond to the current applied to the microheaters on Waveguide 1 and 3, respectively. From these data, the overall coupling efficiency, attributed to the losses of the fiber coupler, the objective lens to the waveguide, and the waveguides to the lensed fiber, is extract to be -14.8 dB by fitting the data in Fig. 2 . The inter-waveguide coupling strength κ and detuning ∆ can also be extracted, while the induced dissipation rate γ is measured using a cut-back method; see Fig. S3 and Table. S1 in the Supplementary Material for details. As shown in Fig. 2 , the output power from the two waveguides is almost equal when the effective detuning approaches zero. It thus invites to construct a 50:50 beamsplitter on chip using the present anti-PT structure. Distinct to directional coupling [30] , such equal beam splitting realized under anti-PT symmetry is not sensitive to the inter-waveguide coupling strength, the waveguide length, its propagation loss, or the optical wavelength. To demonstrate this, Waveguide 1 is applied with 135 mW heating power to bring the effective detuning close to zero. Then, the output power from Waveguide 1 and 3 are measured as the input laser wavelength is swept over a spectral range of 130 nm, as allowed by our laser tuning range. The results are shown in Fig. 2(b) , where very flat, equal power splitting is observed over the entire spectrum, with less than ±0.05dB deviation. As such equal splitting only requires Γ ∆, 1/L (L is the waveguide length), it greatly boosts the tolerance of nanofabrication errors as compared with a coherent-optical circuit; see Fig. S5 in the Supplementary Material. Furthermore, this operational bandwidth is much wider than typically achievable with beam-splitters based on multimode interference or directional coupling [31] . It implies practical values for applications with ultra-broadband signals and could prove useful for mass chi-integration.
Using the coupling efficiency from the previous fitting results, the coupling strength and the effective detuning can be evaluated for each heating power by Eqs. (S3) and (S4) in Supplementary Material. As expected, κ is nearly independent of the applied heating power, while ∆ increases linearly with it, as shown in Fig. S3 and S4 of Supplementary Material. Then the eigenstates and eigenvalues of the effective Hamiltonian (3) can be calculated at each heating power point. The results are given in Fig. 3 , where the imaginary and real parts of the eigenvalues are plotted as functions of ∆/2Γ. On the same figure, the theoretical results using κ = 136 cm −1 , obtained by averaging over the various heating power applied, and d∆/dp = 0.22 cm −1 mW −1 , as determined by the fitting in Fig. S4 of Supplementary Material. As shown, there is a clear phase transition occurring at the exceptional point of Γ = ∆/2, as predicted by Eqs. (4) and (6) . When Γ > ∆/2, the two eigenvalues are purely imaginary, whose amplitude difference increases to nearly 30/cm as the detuning is decreased to ∆ = 0.6Γ. Meanwhile, the real wave vectors for the two eignmodes remain the same. When Γ < ∆/2, in contrast, the two eigenstates share the same dissipation rate but have different wave vectors. Another distinct feature is the output power synchronization: with two inputs of equal amplitude, the output power of the two waveguides is always equal, regardless of the relative phase between the two inputs. This holds irrespective of whether the system is in the anti-PT symmetry or its broken phase. On the other hand, the total output power is not conserved and sensitive to the relative phase. Such a phenomenon is in direct contrast to that in coherent-optical couplers describable by Hermitian Hamiltonians, where the total output power is conserved but its distribution over the outputs is sensitive to the input relative phase. This effect thus complements what coherent optics can offer, which may find utilities applications in areas of sensing [4] , measurement, optical modulation, and lasers. To observe those effects, we fabricate a LNOI circuit incorporating the anti-PT Fig.  4(a) . An input laser is first split equally into two parts upon a multimode interferometer. They are then each guided along two waveguides of the same cross section but different path length, before fed into an input. Their relative phase acquired before the anti-PT structure is given by θ = nd L /λ, with n being the waveguides' refractive index, d L the path length difference, and λ the laser wavelength. In our structure, d L = 435 µm, so that by scanning λ from 1544 nm to 1550 nm, θ is swept over 16 radians nearly linearly with λ. Meanwhile, other system parameters, such as Γ and ∆, remain practically unchanged to allow observing the effects caused only by the relative phase variation.
The results are presented in Figs. 4(b-e) , where the output power from the two waveguides is measured individually as λ, thus θ, is swept under diffphase between subsequent peaks is 2π. As seen, in all cases, the two outputs are always equal in power except for a constant factor (∼ 2 dB), which is likely attributed to the difference in the waveguide propagation and coupling loss in the two outputs, caused by, e.g., stitching errors during nanofabrication. The total output power, on the other hand, oscillates with θ, where a high 15 dB extinction is achieved with 185 mW heating power applied to the microheater above Waveguide 1, as seen in Fig. 4(b) . These results demonstrate clear effects of synchronized amplitude modulation and phasecontrolled dissipation.
To understand the above phenomena, we simulate the system dynamics using Hamiltonian (3), with Γ = 17 cm −1 , the coupling efficiency, and other parameters extracted from the previous measurements in Fig.2 . As a comparison, Figs. 4(f-i) plot the measured and simulated output power from the Waveguide 3. In all four figures, the only fitting parameter used is the baseline detuning ∆, as it is extremely sensitive to the waveguide's cross section and cannot be otherwise determined. Rather, ∆ is best fitted to be 22 cm −1 when the heating power is 185 mW, as shown in 4(f). For other heating settings, ∆ is calculated directly using its linear dependence of the applied heating power. As shown, in all cases, the experimental and simulation results agree fairly well. In Fig. 4(f) , ∆/2Γ = 0.65, so that the system is in anti-PT symmetry. The output power thus experiences the strongest loss when the two inputs are in phase and the least loss when they are out of phase. This is expected because in the Γ ∆/2 limit, each of the two cases correspond to Ψ s + and Ψ s − , whose eigenvalues differ by −2i √ Γ 2 − ∆ 2 /4. Thus their losses through the structure are significantly different, giving rise to the high extinction as θ is varied. As ∆ increases, the propagation loss difference in the two cases decreases, so is the extinction. In Fig. 4(i) , when ∆/2Γ = 1.85, the system is significantly into the broken phase, for which the extinction drops to 5 dB.
CONCLUSION
In conclusion, We have observed anti-PT symmetry and its transition into a broken phase using an all-passive, nanophotonic platform. By thermal tuning, we observed striking phenomena such as power equal splitting, synchronized amplitude modulation, and phase-controlled dissipation under anti-PT symmetry, as well as their behaviors as the system evolves passing the exceptional point and into the broken phase. The good agreement between our experimental results with the predictions of a non-Hermitian Hamiltonian affirms the anti-PT effects observed, which are not found in other conservative or PT-symmetric optics. They could be used to construct synchronized modulators, novel optical interferometers, and nontrivial logical gates, such as exclusive-OR phase gate. By replacing the thermal tuning with electronic tuning to control the relative phase, one might also realize exotic electro-optical interfaces as well.
As the anti-PT structure is realized entirely using purely passive optics and monolithic etched on lithium niobate thin films, hybrid chips are ready to be developed incorporating Hermitian and anti-Hermitian circuits for exotic functionalities. Our work complements the exciting progress made recently in lithium niobate nanophotonics, as such electro-optical modulators, frequency converters, filters, and photon sources. By consolidating a variety of other elements and circuits on the same chip, exceptional optical devices and systems can be developed for photonic computing, communications, sensing, and so on.
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DEVICE FABRICATION
The devices are fabricated on a 400-nm thick Z-cut thin film lithium niobate on insulator (LNOI), based on 1.8-µm silicon oxide (NANOLN Inc.). The wafer is spin-coated with HSQ resist (Fox 16) and baked at 90 degree for 4 minutes. The first electron beam lithography step is conducted to pattern waveguides and alignment marks. Two-pass writing is implemented to increase the uniformity especially in the waveguide coupled region. The wafer is developed by TMAH (25%) and etched through ion-milling process [1, 2] . Those waveguides are fully etched, then cleaned with RCA-I solution at 60 degree. The top width and base width of waveguides are measured under a scanning electron microscope. A layer of 100-nm silicon oxide is deposited on the wafer using PECVD. The wafer is cleaned and spun with one layer of PMMA 495 A6 and PMMA 950 A4, respectively. The second lithography step is conducted to define strips on top of the central waveguides of those three coupled waveguides structures. A layer of 20-nm chromium is deposited on the wafer using electron-beam evaporator after development, followed by a lift-off process in Remover PG at 80 degree. The wafer is cleaned and cladded with 1.4 um silicon oxide. The third lithography is conducted to define trenches, for thermal isolation, over the central waveguides with a layer of PMMA 950 A11 film. The wafer is then developed by IPA plus DI water and etched by ICP-FL. The depth of trench is 690-nm, measured on a referred trench on the same wafer though stylus. The final lithography step is conducted to define microheaters with two layers of PMMA 495 A6 and one layer of PMMA 950 A4. The wafer is developed by DI water plus MIBK and deposited with 30-nm of Cr and 100-nm of gold though electron-beam evaporator. An overnight lift-off process is implemented using Remover PG at 80 degree. Finally the wafer is diced and polished for measurement.
DYNAMICS OF THREE COUPLED WAVEGUIDES STRUCTURE
The evolution of three coupled waveguides is governed by:
where k m (m = 1, 2, 3) are the propagation constants of modes, and κ is the modal coupling strength. Owing to the identical dimensions of Waveguides 1 and 3 as designed, their lateral coupling strength with Waveguide 2 is treated as the same. γ is the mode dissipation rate of the waveguide 2 induced by a chromium strip. In this paper, we only consider the fundamental quasi-transverse-magnetic (quasi-TM) modes in all waveguides and a wavelength at 1550 nm. When γ is large, adiabatic elimination could be employed to reduce Eq. S1 to dissipative coupling between a 1 and a 3 at strength Γ = |κ| 2 γ . When γ |∆ |, |κ|, an anti-PT Hamiltonian is realized effectively as where ∆ = k 1 − k 3 and Γ are the effective detuning and coupling strength, respectively. The eigenvalues could be solved following Ref. [3] separately in two regions, with the phase transition happening at Γ = ∆/2. With input power P in in Waveguide 3, the output power under anti-PT symmetry reads P 1 = P in e −2ΓL Γ 2 S 2 sinh 2 (SL)η 1 ,
where P 1 and P 3 are the output power from Waveguide 1 and 3, respectively, with η 1 and η 2 each's total coupling efficiencies. L=0.1 cm is the length of the coupled region in our structure. S is defined as S = Γ 2 − ∆ 2 4 . In the symmetry broken phase where Γ < ∆/2, the output power reads:
where q = ∆ 2 4 − Γ 2 . The input power is set to be 1 mW. From those equations, Γ and ∆ can be solved independently under each heating power with known P 1 , P 3 , L, and η 1,2 . Furthermore, the inter-waveguide coupling strength κ can be obtained, as the induced loss γ is determined independently by a cutback method. Later in this Supplementary Material, we will fit experimental results to extract η 1,2 .
Next, we consider two inputs with the same amplitude and a relative phase (θ) (assuming η 1 = η 2 = η)
DEVICE CHARACTERIZATION AND RESULTS
In this experiment, we control the electric power applied to one of the microheaters to tune ∆ via thermo-optic effect. To characterize the relationship between the heating power and the propogation constants of the fundamental TM modes, a Mach-Zehnder interferometer with a microheater in one arm is employed, whose dimension is the same as in the anti-PT structure. As shown in Fig. S1(a) , the heating current is loaded onto two touch pads through two radio-frequency microwave probes (by Signatone). The shift in the wave propagation constant k caused by the thermo-optic effect is linearly proportional to the heating power P. The output power of the interferometer is recorded as P is varied gradually from 0 mW to 192 mW. Then, the thermo-optic coefficient is fitted as
as shown in Fig. S1(b) .
To characterize the absorption loss strength on the fundamental TM mode induced by a chromium strip above the waveguides, we use the cut-back method and measure the loss for different strip length. The result is shown in Fig. S1(c) , where the amplitude decay rate is fitted to be 1080/cm. It agrees with the numeric simulation result of γ sim = 1184/cm using the Lumerical MODE solver. The schematic of the experimental setup is depicted in Fig.  S2 . A tunable telecom-band laser is aligned through a fiber collimator using molded glass aspheric Lenses (C220-TMD-C by Thorlabs). The reflection of a polarization beam splitter (PBS 201 by Thorlabs) is focused by the same lenses as in the fiber coupler, and injected into the waveguide. The power of the input laser is adjusted by a pair of half and quarter waveplates. The waveguide output is collected by a lensed fiber (spot diameter: 2.0±0.5 µm, by OZ optics), and then measured by a power meter. The reflected light from the PBS is injected into Waveguide 3 which excites its quasi-TM mode. The input wavelength is 1550 nm and the input power is 10 dBm. Then, the output power from Waveguides 1 and 3 are measured as the heating power is varied. The loss of the fiber coupler is -4.6 dB. The total coupling loss of reference waveguides on the same wafer, including the fiber coupler loss and the waveguide input and output losses, is typcially measured to be around -14 dB.
Fig. S3
. Experimental and fitting results of the sum of waveguide output power versus the heating power. The experimental data are the concatenation of two separate runs with the heating power applied first to Waveguide 1 (the negative heating power on the plot) and then to Waveguide 3 (positive power on plot)
In the next step, we fit the experimental data with Eqs. (S3) and (S4), with ∆ being a linear function of the heating power with a baseline value ∆ 0 . In Fig. S3 , we plot the experimental results along with the fitted curves, with the fitting parameters listed in Table. S1. As seen, the coupling efficiencies of the two waveguides are nearly identical. Thus in the main text, we choose their average value of 0.033, or -14.8 dB, as the coupling efficiency for both waveguides. 
The coupling strength and effective detuning can also be extracted through Eqs. (S3)-(S4) for each heating power, under the condition that the coupling efficiency (η) for both waveguides are -14.8 dB. In Fig. S4 , we present the coupling strength and the effective detuning results for varied heating power. From Fig. S4(a) , the average coupling strength is κ = 136/cm, which is used to draw the theoretical curve of eigenvalues in Fig. 3 in the main text. In Fig. S4(b) , the effective detuning reaches zero when the heating power is 144 mW. By linear fitting, the thermo-optic coefficient is d∆ dP = 22.4 * 10 −2 /(mW · cm),
which is close to that obtained for the single waveguide case in Eq. (S6). This result shows that the trench is effective in stopping the thermal flow to the other waveguide. To show the peculiarity of the equal splitting effect observed in this anti-PT structure, we simulate a Hermitian structure of the same three coupled waveguides but without the metal strip. The dimensions of three waveguides are set the same as Waveguide 1 in the anti-PT structure. The top gap of the neighboring waveguides is gradually increased from 810 nm to 910 nm. Only Waveguide 3 is excited with an input at 1550nm. The results are shown in Fig. S5 , where the waveguide outputs are quite sensitive to the top gap. A 3-dB tolerance in power splitting would require the fabrication error to be less than 10 nm. This poses a significant challenge in fabricating photonic integrated circuits where many beamsplitters need to be nested. In contrast, in our anti-PT structure, the condition for equal power splitting is simply Γ ∆, 1/L, which greatly increases the fabrication tolerance while offering the flexibilities of optimizing the whole circuits for other requirements. Contrasting with the results in Fig. 2 in the main text, this simulation affirms that the equal splitting observed in the anti-PT case is indeed induced by dissipation, which is quite distinct to those of conventional directional coupling ruled by the coupled mode theory [4] . 
